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papel social o rol social,
Function or actions that each Member of a society person plays

papelillo
Name that is applied to them accounts of glass slim with soul of role of Tin, that have used them indigenous as
ornament from late of the century XVIII

papicida
Be called papicida who assassinates a Pope

paquito
Affectionate diminutive of Paco, which in turn is a way of calling people name Francisco, in female Paquita

para las orejas
for the ears, it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "stop ears" being its meaning:<br>Pay attention, be alert.
Can refer to animals, and figuratively to people

para que se utiliza el estilete
Small very sharp blade dagger

para que sirve confraternizar
To strengthen ties of friendship, solidarity, love, etc.

para&#60;neras
For verb stop, stop, do high

parabienes
It's a way of sending greetings wishing everything's okay

paradero
Area on the road or road that motorists can be stopped for a short time to rest a little or by any defect in the vehicle

paragüero
Container in which are placed the umbrella, usually placed in lobbies or entrance halls of the houses

paragüero
The umbrella stands or containers to put the umbrella can be of very different materials, for example, mud, plastic,
porcelain, glass, etc.

paralimpicos
Sports competitions for the disabled



parar
Change a thing or person of position to raised or erect

pararse de pesta
stop tab is incorrectly written and it should be written as "stop tab" being its meaning:<br>Stop tabs means: upset, get
angry, get angry

pararse de uñas
It is an expression used to indicate that a person has an unexpected action when they see or hear something

parejas
Plural couple, is usually used to refer to two people who somehow complement each other, you can apply also ha
animals, when it comes to objects it is more common to say for or pairs

pargo
Name applied to several species of fish of the family ludjanidae

parián
The voice is Filipino and applied in Manila to the place that sold items imported from Europe and new Spain

paricutin
Paricutin is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Paricutín" being its meaning:<br>Volcano located in the State of
Michoacan to 19 29 of latitude North and 102o 15, of length West. It emerged in 1943

pariguela
Rudimentary device made from branches of shrubs or trees, used as a carrier to transport a disabled person to walk due
to illness or any other cause

parillero
parillero is incorrectly written and it should be written as "barbecue" being its meaning:<br>It is responsible for Grill in
which prepare different foods, usually to the coals, such as meat, chicken, sausages, etc.

parodiando
Repeat an Act, fact, or event but it is gross or comical

parricidas y matricidas
They are the parents who kill their own children

partes de una cuba
The drink called " cuba " It is made with brandy, soda cola and ice

partido mayoritario
Party with the largest number of supporters



parto multiple
It is when a baby is born more than one creature

parto normal
It is the one that happens without having to resort to surgery

parturienta
A woman given birth or is about to give birth to a creature, no matter if labor comes to fruition or sex of the creature

parvada
Set of birds or birds

pasalón
Papelo or pasalona, a person who allows things and situations to happen and does not remedy them

pasar en educacion fisica
Accredit or approve a test or course of physical education

pasar por alto
It is to ignore, not to take into account any fact or event

pasarlas de caín
The phrase must be "passing Cain's," and it means having a bad time or situation

pasarse de lanza
Moving from launches who takes advantage of every opportunity to make a profit

paso de roblado
step of roblado is incorrectly written and it should be written as "step redoubled" being its meaning:<br>Mark step to hit
firmly the ground when walking, is mainly seen in parades or military exercises

paso de rroblado
rroblado step is incorrectly written and it should be written as "step redoubled" being its meaning:<br>Step that occurs in
a forceful way remarcandolo firmly when you contact the heel of the shoe with the floor, usually practiced during parades
and military exercises

paso sin ver
It is not to accept an offer that is not made

pasta base
It is the main component of a product



patas de gallo
They are wrinkles that form on the external sides of eyes

patata dulce
It is the root of a plant, its shape is bulging like potato or potato, also known as sweet potato, with or she can prepare a
rich dessert

patatoes
In Botany it means Pope, one of many edible tubers

paternostres
Our father

paupérrima
Condition of extreme poverty

pazguata
Female pazguato, silly, scatterbrained

pazguato
Slow person to act

pazon
pazon is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Pazon" being its meaning:<br>Person who allows others to do
improper things, when his obligation is to correct them or warn them

pájaro de mal agujero
bad hole bird is incorrectly written and it should be written as "bird of evil agüero" being its meaning:<br>It is said person
that it anticipates or predicts unpleasant events to others

pátina
Looking to acquire objects of very different materials, with the passage of time

pecadores
They are or we are the ones who commit sins

pechugona
Slang a bird very large breast

pecnoctar
pecnoctar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "overnight" being its meaning:<br>To sleep outside the usual
place, for example, last night I stayed overnight at a friend's House



peculiaridades
They are things or characteristics that identify a person or thing and make them different from the others

pedagogos
Teachers, educators

pedigueño
pedigueno is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Pedigueno" as meaning:<br>It is said person asking give him
money or something else. There are people who do this as a way of life

pedigüeñas
1.-Pordioseras

pedigüeñas
Fund

pedigüeño cronico
It is the person who has a habit of asking, usually material things

pedir la mano
Officially the authorization of the parents of the bride, to formalize a couple dating. Usually the parents of the groom
make the request

pedote
The word fart is not in my vocabulary, but in Mexico it is used for a myriad of cases.  In this case you may refer to a man
in a drunken state

pegados
United, side by side, when talking about objects you can try to have them attached with some glue; if you talk about
people it's not that they're glued, you don't talk literally

pela gatos
It is said of the man who has no fortune or profession, is used as an insult

pelagatos
Is called derogatorily as well to the man who has no honest means of livelihood

pelangoche
Person (man) of misconduct and appearance

pelar gallo
In colloquial terms it means escaping or fleeing danger



peletizar
Treatment for preservation of the skins of dead animals

peliagudo
Applies to something that carries danger

pelona
The bald, is a form of call to death

peluche
Toy, usually in the form of animal, made of plush fabric

penacho
Crest of feathers

penacho de plumas
It is a kind of headdress worn over the head, as its indica name, made from brightly coloured feathers

penachos
Plural plume, are a kind of headdress for use on the head, they are usually of very striking colored feathers

pendencieron
pendencieron is incorrectly written, and should be written as "quarrelsome" being its meaning:<br>It is said of those who
seek lawsuits or disputes with or without cause

peonias
Bulbous plants with large flowers red, pink or white, species from far East

pepena
Activity consisting of collecting from the trash any element that can be taken advantage of in some way, example,
cardboard, clothing, paper, etc.

pepenaron
They picked up things from the floor

pepino
Plant annual, creeping or vine of the family Cucurbitaceae, corresponding to the species Cucumis sativa L

pepita
In plural pips, seeds of certain fruits, very common to refer to the pumpkin seeds

pepita



Diminutive of the feminine proper name Josefa

pequeño busrgués
small busrgues is incorrectly written, it should be written as "small bourgeois" being its meaning:<br>Person who
possesses certain material resources but fail to be substantial

pequeños
People of young age and/or stature, short-sized objects

pera
Diminutive of the feminine proper name hope

pera
It is the name of a fruit

pera de agua
Variety of PEAR's texture and flavor less creamy than milk called PEAR

percato
I realized is incorrectly written and it should be written as "I realized" being its meaning:<br>Notice the verb infinitive, to
realize something, enterse

percibilidad
Faculty receive, see, find out what happens to your around

perfumadas
They have perfume and say good smell, they can be people or things

perfumado
Scented or scented, person who has applied perfume

perfumero
Perfume bottle

perfumó
Apply perfume to a person or thing

perinola
Colloquially called Whirligig or pirinola to the penis of children

periocidad
Quality of newspaper, which I happen with regularity or frequency



periodo embrionario
Development of a live status of embryo

perlita
diminutive of the feminine proper name Pearl

permisionaria
Company or institution which has the permission to authorization by the competent authority, for the provision of a
service

peron
As a result very similar to the Apple, but of taste bitter

peron
Peron is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Peron" being its meaning:<br>Is the last name of the political
Argentine Juan Domingo Perón

perrear
Verbally attacking a person

perredista
In Mexico, is the person who is campaigning in the party of the democratic revolution

perro muerto de hambre
Phrase that says a person as an insult

perro salchicha
Breed of dogs of little height and of a long somewhat disproportionate

perrucha
It is an adjective said of daring women, the word is derived from bitch

persignada
Dismissive assigned to people who for all argue or refer to religion and its symbols

persona anodina
It is the person who does not care about nothing, leaves that all others to solve it

persona atipica
That depart from normal

persona considerada



It is one that is sympathetic to the sorrows or needs of other

persona odiada
It is the one that by her way of awakening more antipathy, courage against her.  It's a negative feeling that hurts the one
who feels it

persona uraña
Person of bad character

personaje secundario
Character that in any narrative, film, novel, story, etc., is not the main or leading

perturbadas
Is used to refer to people who are not well mentally speaking

petacona
Big butt woman

petacón
Petacon or petacona, prominent buttocks person

petatear
It comes from the word petate, petate is dying, losing life

petatearse
Colloquial by die, kick the bucket, hanging sneakers, move on the road, splitting to the more than

petatearse
Synonymously, die

petulante
Ostentatious, pompous, very sound

pexugona
pexugona is incorrectly written, and should be written as "busty" being its meaning:<br>Says the woman has big breasts

peyendo
Expelling gases ( ) accumulated in the stomach flatulence

pésames
They are the words of comfort that are addressed to those who have lost a loved one



piafa
Lie, something that is not real

picadito
Diminutive chopping, cut into small pieces

pichonear
Lavish is caresses each other the couple, usually the bride and groom

picoso
It says strong spicy flavor Chili, if it's the sauce prepared with chilli but she didn't said that this very spicy

picotito
Kiss, a picotito is a kiss

pictografias
Basic types of writing in which the concepts are represented by figures or symbols.

picudear
He is trying to take advantage of others through lies or deceptions

picudo
Picudo or picuda , derogatory term to refer to an abusive person who always tries to profit at the expense of others

piedra boluda
It is the river stone, rounded shape and of very different sizes Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be ball
stone, river stone

pielroja
pielroja is incorrectly written and should be written as "red skin" being its meaning:<br>Indian belonging to one of the
indigenous groups in North America

pierna
Marine fish of robust body, elongated and moderately compressed with the profile of the rounded head, mouth small or
medium-sized, and large eyes

pignoración
Give a garment as a guarantee of payment of money borrowed in tank

pilar
Masculine or feminine name



pilar
Masculine or feminine name

pili
Diminutive of the name itself, female or male " Pilar "

pilinga
Male sexual organ

pilo
Diminutive of the male proper name Porfirio

pilón
In the North of Mexico is the name of a river

pinchurriento
Disparaging adjective to refer to small quantity or quality of something

pingon
Increased penguin, large virile limb, also applies to designate the man who possesses it

pininos
That's how a person's first attempts to do or do something

pintarrajeada
Woman with poorly applied makeup, paint-stained object

piñateria
Place where they sell pinatas

piocha
In Mexico walking very piocha is walking very well presented physically, handsome

pipian
It is an edible mixture prepared with pumpkin seeds and dried chilli, used to prepare various dishes

pipiluyo
It is a pejorative term to refer to a person, usually a young man, with the appearance of belonging to a community of few
inhabitants

piquichon
Weevil, advantageous, exploited



piquin
Quipin or piquin is small edible chili that grows naturally in some mountainous areas of the North of Mexico, also known
as chile del monte

piraguas
Small vessels used mainly by members of primitive societies

piropos
They are flattering phrases usually aimed at women, although in some cases they rather seem insults

pirrurris
He is or was a Mexican television comic character, played by actor Luis de Alba

piscacha
It refers to a small portion of something

pistear
In crude language it means eating intoxicating drinks

pistolon
big kill is incorrectly written, and should be written as "big kill" being its meaning:<br>Augmentative of gun, large size

pistos
Plural of the vulgarismo Ratatouille, alcoholic beverage

pita
Diminutive with which is known dancer and actress, Guadalupe Amor

pitear
Decorate or paint with dots or small stains clothing, for example: belt, boots, shoes, bags, etc.

pitillo
Cigar or cigarette

pito
Object that is used for whistling

pito
Object that is used for whistling

pito
Word colloquially used to refer to the penis



pito duro
Penis erect when sexually aroused man

pizcacha
Used to refer to a small portion of something

pla-pla
Imitation in the words of the noise that is made with the palms of the hands to the apludir

placentero
Causing pleasure

placidamente
With pleasure, the happy, example was in bed resting with great pleasure ( placidly ) When was annoyed

plagas
Spread of insects and other pathogens harmful to people, animals or plants

plancarte
In Mexico Plancarte is a surname

plantar un arbol tener un hijo escribir un libro
They are three things, as popularly, recalled a man should do in your life

plañideras
Women who, by payment, weeping or weeping at funerals, of course, without having a kinship with the deceased

plata
Silver is a surname

plata o plomo
It means that you give money or you shoot with firearm

platero y yo
It is the title of a literary work that chronicles the life of an ass named silversmith

platón
Plate large, usually oval, although it can also be round. Can be used to serve food or decorative purposes

playo
Shallow dish, to serve food without broth



plántulas
They are small plants of a few centimeters that recently sprouted from the Earth, after seed germination

plebello
1.-plebello is incorrectly written and should be written as "Plebeian " being its meaning: < /br >Word used to designate
persons who did not belong to the nobility, that when the world prevailed the monarchy and nobility titles.

pleno pulmon
the lung is incorrectly written and should be written as "the lung" being its meaning:<br>Shout to the lung is to scream
the highest which can be

plugo a dios
I ask or beg God

pobladores
They are the inhabitants of a place in particular

pobrecita
Diminutive refer and recall a woman poor in material or who suffer sorrow or pain

poca madre
It's an insult and it usually targets dishonest people

pocas
Female plural of little, reduced or minimum quantity.  The opposite would be many, plentiful

pocha
Woman who state filing in United States and returns to Mexico

pocho
Person of Mexican origin but living in the United States

pocilga
House or room poor, neglected and poor hygiene

poco hombre
Man who does not comply with its obligations

pocos
Relative term regarding quantity, small quantity .  The opposite: a lot or a lot

poduroso



poduroso is incorrectly written, and should be written as "modest" being its meaning:<br>It says who signs or is driven
with modesty

poliproteina
It is said of substances or elements that contain several proteins

polvo de ornear
White powder which is added to the flour with other ingredients for the preparation of orneados, as the bread and pastry
products, is also added to the flour for the preparation of wheat flour tortillas

pomadoso
Who likes to preen, comes from the word ointment

ponchallantas
You can call the person who by evil pocha or takes the air out of the tires of a vehicle

ponche
Drink that is made with different fruits, you can add any type of liquor, take hot

poncho
Diminutive of the male proper name Alfonso

poner de alguien en boca
put someone in the mouth is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Put in the mouth of someone" being its
meaning:<br>To say or propalar that someone said something without being certain

poner gorro
Putting hat is annoying, disturbing

poner los pies en polvorosa
Run quickly, flee away from something

poner por las nubes
Put someone through the clouds is very well talk about him or her, highlight your qualities

ponerle mucha crema a los tacos
It's exaggerating things or events

ponerse aguila
Get ready

ponerse la carne de gallina



The skin of the hens in granulose or is not smooth, the skin of a person can acquire that texture by receiving a scare or
other strong impression

ponga
Verb put

ponzoñoso
poisonous, mainly applied to vermin, also said people that speak negatively of other

poquianchis
Nickname given to three Mexican sisters, engaged in trafficking, were jailed accused of various crimes

poquitero
Person who is confined at all and complies with little, especially when it comes to sharing with others who has

por el rabillo del ojo
See something or someone you see it straight, or without flip

por favor o porfavor
It's two words, the right thing to do is please

por las buenas
Do or make something by conviction or goodwill without applying force or violence

por lo abajo
Communicate something to someone in a low voice, trying to that you notice the least possible action

por su cara bonita
Trying to get something without paying for it or make efforts

por un ojo de la cara
It is an expression used to indicate that something costs or cost a lot, it is usually used without the "by"

porcicultura
Study of everything related to the breeding of pigs

porculero
porculero is incorrectly written, and should be written as "By asshole" being its meaning:<br>Expression used to explain
or say that a person is doing badly or happen you things negative, for their own evil deeds

porfiriato
In Mexico is known as the porfiriato to the long period in which he was President, Porfirio Díaz



porque nos alimentamos de productos que provienen de otros seres vivos y no de arena
Animal origin products provide us with proteins, if you eat sand you die

porqueros
People engaged in care or breeding and engorada pigs

porta bebes
Article which serves to place and move the babies, are generally material plastics

portaretrato
photo frame is incorrectly written, and should be written as "photo frame" being its meaning:<br>Object that are placed
and exhibited photographs, can be of various materials: wood, plastic, cardboard, leather, acrylic, etc., usually include a
glass that protects the photograph or portrait

portavasos
Objects of different materials of round shape which are placed on tables, desks, etc., to place on top of them the vessel
or vessels in order to protect the surface of the furniture

posadas
In Mexico, Posadas is a surname

posadas
Celebrations leading up to Christmas, which imitated to Mary and Joseph, are asked posada from House to House, with
songs and prayers of the season

posadas
In Mexico, Posadas is a surname

posadas
Plural of posada, places where temporary shelter is provided to travellers

posiciones
They are the different positions that can take the human body to carry out any activity

post data
Information or data included after having completed the writing of a letter or message, is usually information that for
some reason forgot to include in the main text of the Charter, is abbreviated "PS "

posteriores
Means " then, following ". Example, in the following days I improve health; the subsequent events were better

potabilidad
Quality of drinking, fit or suitable for healthy consumption



potosí
In Mexico there is a State and a city with the name of "San Luis Potosi ". There is also a hills called the "Potosi "

prebabelica
It is used to refer to something that happened before the facts narrated in the Bible on the Tower of Babel

precolonial
Before the colony, since the arrival of the Spaniards in Mexico until independence. Period in Mexico was considered part
of Spain

precongelar
Freeze before

predectivo
Event or fact which can be predicted

preditacion
preditacion is incorrectly written, and should be written as "premeditation" being its meaning:<br>Thought or planned in
advance

preinca
Before the flowering of the inca culture

prepa
Common way of abbreviating " 34 high school; referring to the Middle higher education

prerrogativas
Privileges granted to someone

preservada
It is preserved in good condition during the passage of time

presipitado
presipitado is incorrectly written and it should be written as "hasty" being its meaning:<br>With haste or speed, example
was a very hasty trip, we went and we come the same day

presisar
through is incorrectly written and it should be written as "precise" being its meaning:<br>Need something or someone.
To determine or express something with detail and accuracy

presos políticos o políticos presos
They are two different situations, the first refers to prisoners for their political ideas, the second to politicians imprisoned
for crimes committed



prestaciones
These are the benefits a worker receives independent of his salary

presupuestos
Plural of budget, estimation of costs for the realization of something

pretiles
Part of a construction that encircles the roofs of the houses

preventa
These are transactions or sales actions that are intended to be made, before own sale itself

previsiblemente
Concerning an event that can be predicted

previsorios
To foresee or prevent the things

prieto
In Mexico Prieto is a surname

primaverales
Things or events of spring

primos
They are cousins between Yes, children of brothers or sisters

principio de mayoría
Means what it says or thinks the majority of people is has it or is worth

prisco
variety of peach in which bone or seed detaches easily from the fleshy part of the fruit

pro deudos
By, on behalf or for the benefit of the relatives

pro niñez
On behalf or for the benefit of children

problema de faldas
Problem that gets involved a man, which involves one or several women, with whom he was associated romantically



procreadores
Engendradores, creators of a new living being

prodemocracia
In or for democracy

prodigioso
Wonderful, extraordinary

proecologistas
To or for the benefit of environmentalists

profanada
Entrance without due respect or consent to a place considered sacred, profane for example: a tomb, a church, and even
a bedroom if who does it is not entitled to do so

profirio
profirio is incorrectly written, and should be written as "he uttered" being its meaning:<br>Last issue, verbalizing
something

programadas
It is when two or more cases that require attention have been given attention and their solution has already been
envisaged

programas de estudio
It is the listing of courses or subjects requiring study and pass to get a diploma or degree, usually produced by academic
institutions

prologista
Person who writes or writes the foreword of a book

promisario
promisario is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Promisorio" being its meaning:<br>It promises, giving good
prospects in the future

promontorio
Unimportant elevation of the terrain, can be natural or by intervention of man

proniñez
proninez is incorrectly written and should be written as "pro childhood" being its meaning:<br>For children or for the
benefit of children

propaló



It announced, it spread. It was who divulged the news

prosalud
For sake of health, for health

prostitucion
prostitution is incorrectly written, and should be written as "prostitution" being its meaning:<br>Exercise prostitution who
performs sex in Exchange for money, you may not know skating

proviciones
resources is incorrectly written and should be written as "Provisions " being its meaning: < /br >They are the products
needed to survive, mainly refers to food but also includes others such as fuel, electricity, etc.

prudentes
They are those who make use of prudence, to think about the consequences of their actions before you act

puchero
Stew made of meat and vegetables cooked

puchinguito
It forms some women loving to go or refer to the husband

puchuguito
Word of affection by some women to your partner

pudibunda
Person who shows too much shame in his way of being, usually the word is used in a negative way, tell someone that it
is pudibunda isn't an alago

pudoroso
Where has modesty

pudorosos
People who have modesty, are cautious in showing their body or intimate parts

pudrete
pudrete is incorrectly written, and should be written as "rot" you being their meaning:<br>It is an insult is to the person
who will die and your body in a State of decomposition

pugido
Guttural sound accompanied by contractions in the abdomen, is common in women during the delivery



pujidos
Voluntary contractions of the body, mainly in the abdominal region, accompanied by guttural sounds. They usually occur
during labor in women

pulcrisimza
pulcrisimza is incorrectly written, and should be written as "pulcrisima" as meaning:<br>Very neat, very clean

pullazo
pullazo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Shiv" being its meaning:<br>Hinting to someone indirectly,
usually to refer to anything negative of the person to whom it is directed indirectly ( the Shiv )

pulpito
pulpit is incorrectly written and it should be written as "pulpit" being its meaning:<br>Tribune that exist in churches for
the priest

pululan
Abound, played on a site quickly with abundance, insects, vermin, etc.

puntiagudos
Anything sharp acute

puntuales
It's being on time as required

pupitre o escritorio
desk or desk is incorrectly written and it should be written as "desk" being its meaning:<br>Chair used in some school
rooms which includes in its structure a space to support writing

pura vida
It serves to express that everything is pure to enjoy, pure enjoyment of life, no worries

puta madre
It is an expression that is used to show disgust when something goes wrong, it is of vulgar use and I do not recommend
its use

putañeros
That's what some people call men who like the company of prostitutes

putasos
Used to refer to hard-hit blows, I do not recommend your

putona
Prostitute



puyas
Plant with medicinal properties

puyas
Ironic expression that is intended to offend or insult a person

q significa preservante
q means preservative is incorrectly written and it should be written as "persistent" being its meaning:<br>He that knows
to wait and continually strives to achieve its objectives

que come perro
A dog eats almost everything that eats a being human, including some fruits and vegetables, however it is best to feed it
with commercial products special for them

que es afanador
It is the person who is engaged in activities of cleaning in different types of facilities, such as: offices, hospitals, etc.

que es amabilidad
It is an ethical value that consists of having a harmonious and pleasant treatment towards others

que es andar alguien de cachetes embarrados
Walk in love or in the company of women at any given time leave you traces of your efeites

que es asir
Take something with force

que es avecilla
It comes from the word ave

que es avidamente
Drink or eat something forward, eagerly

que es baul
It's trunk is incorrectly written and should be written as "trunk" being its meaning:<br>A piece is usually wooden drawer
with lid, used for storing and/or transporting different objects, mainly clothes. Currently some of which exist are
considered old and some are

que es bautisterio
It is the place in Catholic churches where baptizes children

que es burocratizar
Ask many requirements to perform a procedure that always try to do that further processing is that something is missing
one to do so



que es cataleptica
Person who suffers from catalepsy, State in which the person gives the appearance of being dead

que es catre
It is a type of folding single bed

que es cerillas
Matches or matches to light fire

que es chepo en mexico
Diminutive of José, synonym, pepe

que es chilpayate
In some regions of Mexico is used as a synonym for child or baby

que es coadyuvar
Help or contribute to the achievement of something

que es contracitado
It is when someone handles that you cite someone but that someone does the same thing, or transacts cite above,
usually is made in legal matters

que es edicto
Mandate, Decree issued by competent authority

que es el boseo
what the boseo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "I voceo" being its meaning:<br>Shout is call or announce
something so many people listen to, as when in the supermarkets call any employee by means of high voices

que es el lenguaje prosaico
Vulgar or rude language

que es encresparonse
What encresparonse is incorrectly written and should be written as "encresparonse" as meaning:<br>Verb curling,
angry, upset, get angry

que es enequidad
What enequidad is incorrectly written, and should be written as "inequity" being its meaning:<br>That there is no
equality, used mainly when talking about lack of equal treatment given to men and women

que es entrevista
Meeting between two people in order to exchange information on a specific subject



que es envestir
Officially granted a degree, position or title

que es fecundada
Made fertile or productive one thing, join the male player element to the female to give origin to a new being.

que es fertil
Where in fitness of produce or reproduce, one can speak of animals, humans, of land ( 41 land;

que es filosofos
what philosophers is incorrectly written, and should be written as "philosophers" being its meaning:<br>They are the
people who has the philosophy as a profession

que es franquensa
What franquensa is incorrectly written, and should be written as "openness" being its meaning:<br>It is talk and say
things directly without lies or rodeos

que es gediondo
What gediondo is incorrectly written and should be written as "Smelly" being its meaning:<br>Unpleasant smell

que es guaje
The expression " did you guaje " in Mexico it means " you did fool, you cheated

que es guaje
It is a gourd-like fruit, shaped PEAR but size large, apparently it is not edible, but its form it is very decorative

que es hacer las maestras de una pared
On a wall various colors of paint samples, can be made in order to choose among them the color that a building or part
of it must be painted

que es inamicible
What inamicible is incorrectly written and should be written as "inadmissible" as meaning:<br>Something that may not
allow or support

que es incertiumbre
What incertiumbre is incorrectly written and should be written as "uncertainty" being its meaning:<br>Lack of certainty

que es incertiumbre
Lack of certainty or certainty about something, safe knowledge, clear and obvious things

que es incircuciso
It has no circumcision, refers to men who have the Glans of the penis covered by the foreskin



que es instaurar
Implement or enact something, for example, a form of Government, " establish a Republic " establish the monarchy "

que es martirizar
Do suffer, cause moral or physical pain

que es meticulosa
It says the person to do things with great care and detail

que es modificados
Something changes that modify their appearance or original content have been made you

que es mofletudo
It has thick, fleshy cheeks

que es mofletudo
Synonym, cheeks of Pocket Gopher

que es monocultivo
Cultivation of a single plant in a given region

que es mortero
It is an object or device that is used to crush or grind grain or other products, example of mortars are: the molcajete and
the metate

que es ojo de agua
It is when it flows to water directly from the ground forming small ponds or creeks

que es papelerillos
Derogatory term to refer to children or young people who sold newspapers on the street

que es paradojica
Strange idea, opposed to what is considered true or general opinion

que es parsimoniosa
That makes things very calm or slow, as thinking much of each action that is

que es paulatinamente
That is done with pauses, slowly

que es paulativamente
To refer to something that is done or happens little by little



que es pedigüeño
Beggar, comes from the word order

que es pedigüeño
Beggar, pediche, dedicated to ask

que es pitaya
It is the result of some desert areas of Mexico viznaga

que es pobrecillo
It comes from the poor Word, which in turn refers to who lacks material resources, also applies to refer to anyone who
has or goes through a difficult situation

que es publicidad
It is the information that is used to publicize an institution, a person or a product

que es puchunco
Word of affection by some women to her partner " puchunguito "

que es reprendioles
Last reprimand, scold, scold, attention

que es resellar
Again apply a seal, it is updated the validity of any document

que es rezumar
Out a liquid through the pores of the vessel that contains it

que es satanizados
Classified or labelled as of the worst, as extremely perverse

que es seriamente
Seriously, with responsibility for our actions

que es sincerar
Speak the truth, without resorting to falsehoods or simulations

que es tasajos
Pieces of salted and preserved dried meat

que es un artículo
It is a way of referring to any object without specifying what it is



que es un café?
It is a drink that is prepared coffee-based, you can add sugar, cream or milk, usually take hot. It is also called coffee to
the establishment where prepares and sells

que es un cuadro plastico
Artistic painting using any technique or set of persons or things forming a pleasing aesthetic whole view

que es un deudo?
The word is used to refer to relatives or relatives of the recently deceased, for example the relatives of deceased may be
the wife, children, parents, brothers, etc.

que es un penal de futbol
It is a punishment applied by the referee at one of the participating teams, consistent in that the opposing team has the
right to shoot directly to the goal without the active participation of the punished team, with only the goalkeeper to try to
prevent the goal

que es un souvenir?
In some parts of Mexico is known or designated as a " souvenir " brought order to a trip to give it as a gift

que es un tendajon
What a tendajon is incorrectly written and should be written as "Tendajon" as meaning:<br>Place where they sell wide
range of home products, primarily grocery

que es un tlacuache
It is a very similar mammal to an a rat but more big, roughly the size of a cat

que es una meta
It is something that one intends to achieve or a place to which intends to get

que es una patente
Right that is granted to a person for exclusive exploitation of an invention

que es una quimera
Something that seems to be true, but it is not, which is either lying or deception

que es votacion secreta
Vote that is not known by whom votes each of the voters among the different options to do so

que maricada
It refers to a man to perform any activity of women

que me vez
Challenging phrase that directs a person who feels fixedly observed by another



que onda
The term is used synonymously with: "as new","accounts" etc.

que pedo
It is an expression of bad taste that can mean different things : what happened? , what novelty? , what problem?

que plurilingue
Multilingual is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Multilingual" being its meaning:<br>He speaks several
languages

que quiere decir apriori
Before

que quiere decir bon dia
Good day; Bon in French means good or good

que quiere decir la palabra entrapado
which means the entrapado Word is incorrectly written, and should be written as "trapped" being its meaning:<br>Being
in a trap; It is to be in a bad situation that you can not escape

que se entiende en optica por fungus
Fungi in eyes or eye diseases caused by fungi

que se sale con la suya a como de lugar
That would be tenacious, persistent, or constant definition somehow, in a connotation positive phrase. In a serious
negative connotation cheat, opinionated, arbitrary definition, etc.

que sea lo que dios quiera
That phrase is said when there is one in a difficult situation and can one do nothing to remedy it, for example before a
serious illness and a fatal outcome is expected

que secnifica voraces
They are animals that eat with great appetite but can also apply to people

que sicnifica la palabra zumbante
Than zumba, from the verb hum, noise making an animal or object to great speed

que sig nifica la palabra langara
that sig means the word langara is incorrectly written and it should be written as "lángara" being its meaning:<br>Boy or
mischievous boy that does nothing productive

que significa a las tontas y a locas
Do something without care or care required



que significa abusadillo
Be abusadillo is to be clever, intelligent learning with ease

que significa acostarse
Lie down on the bed, other furniture or floor. It is also used as a vague way of referring to sexual intercourse

que significa amor
Love is a beautiful sentiment that can manifest itself in many ways, for example: a kiss, a smile, a hug, a gift, etc.

que significa antibacterial
They are products that eliminate the bacteria, or prevent its spread

que significa becerra
Becerra is a surname

que significa becerra
It is the offspring of the cow or the young cow to have pups

que significa befa
Befa someone is making mockery, derision or unhealthy critique

que significa berrinchuda
It is the person prone to make " tantrums " to bother with ease, usually for something he makes as a form of blackmail to
get what you want, corajuda synonym

que significa berro
Edible plant used in the preparation of salads, develops in very wet or waterlogged land of water

que significa brazero
What brazero is incorrectly written, and should be written as "bracero" being its meaning:<br>Person who leaves home
to go to work to United States

que significa brazero
What brazero is incorrectly written and should be written as " 34 Brazier; being its meaning: < /br >Artifact that turns coal
to form hot coals and cook on them

que significa cacicazgo
Exercise activities of a chieftain, usually has a pejorative sense to refer to a person who is or feels owner of a territory, in
which it acts arbitrarily

que significa catarino
that means catarino is incorrectly written and should be written as "Catarino" being its meaning:<br>It is a male personal
name



que significa celestial
Relating or belonging to the sky

que significa changa
Feminine of chango, APE

que significa chirrion
What chirrión is incorrectly written and should be written as "chirrión" as meaning:<br>Appliance of leather or some
other material for punishing blows to people or animals, synonymous with whip

que significa citadino
A city dweller

que significa compañerismo
Support or solidarity between colleagues

que significa composta
It is the product that is made with organic waste and serves as a natural fertilizer for plants

que significa cursiado en castellano
Defecated in a place and time inadequate, usually by suffering from diarrhea. Walking cursiento is having a bowel
movement very often.

que significa depurar
Remove or eliminate impurities or errors to a thing

que significa diligente
Helpful

que significa divisionismo
Dividing a whole into parts, mainly concerning groups of persons. example of use: "There is much divisiveness in the
political party X " to say that not all members of the party X share ideal goals, etc.

que significa el termino convenenciera
Person who acts by prepending your convenience above all, always trying to obtain advantage or benefit, in some cases
to consists of others

que significa embargante
Which may be or be arrested, you also could call lienholder who is in charge of running the embargo

que significa empresarios
They are the owners of businesses or companies that invest their capital for this



que significa enjugarse
that means wipe it is incorrectly written and should be written as "rinse" being its meaning:<br>Pour water over the body
to eliminate the residues of SOAP, as part of the bath

que significa escama
These are the plates that cover the body of some animals, such as fish and reptiles

que significa escamotear
Get or achieve something that belongs to another, resorting to lying and deception

que significa escobillar
Pass the broom on a surface

que significa estar en la luna
Be out of reality. He said who still present does not pay attention to what is said or is made at the place where this

que significa exercise
Exercise is a word of the English language and translates to the Spanish as " 34 exercise;

que significa female
Female is a word of the English language and can be translated as woman or person of the female sex

que significa filon
1.-build-up, mainly relating to minerals, such as gold or silver in its natural state, is used for example to say found a mine
with a gold reef<br>2.-which means reef is incorrectly written and should be written as "reef" being its
meaning:</br>Row very long of people waiting for any payment or processing, example: I went to pay the Bank and had
a huge reef

que significa fincar
Build houses or other buildings, example, because this organization home

que significa hacer manitas con tu pareja
Be the couple constantly hand in hand as a sign of mutual affection. It is also said to be hot handyman

que significa hocico
The anatomical part of the mammals is where the oral cavity, is very often used to refer to the muzzle of dogs.
Synonymous, it tube

que significa honra
It is what are people with a way of life honest and worthy, why they say he lost the honor who commits fouls to honesty
and dignity

que significa incubar



warm the bird eggs, putting on them, out the offspring

que significa la expresion llamarse a engaño
Preach or spread that you have been deceived

que significa la palabra maridage
Combine two things with features in common, usually used to refer to the combination or union of certain beverages with
alcohol content

que significa la palabra puff
They are small furniture used to sit, can mainly be cube-shaped or circular and do not have back-up

que significa los malos pasos
Walk in steps sticks the person involved illicit activities

que significa luctuoso
The death of a person adjective referring to the mourning or grief adjective by an irreparable loss, usually

que significa melodioso
Sweet and pleasant to the ear

que significa moraban
Last verb morar

que significa morona
The morona or more commonly the moronas are small particles of bread or cake that emerge when you cut it or bite

que significa nanita
Diminutive of nana, person who takes care of a baby. In Mexico there is an expression " there are 34 nanita; they say
when something causes fear to one

que significa obdulio
It is a name staff, female " Obdulia "

que significa ostentoso
Very visible, noticeable, can be applied to many things or events: a locker room, a car, a House, etc. To flaunt
something is to do it know, boast that you have this to that

que significa pantano
Region covered by shallow water and partly with vegetation.

que significa pistilos



All female elements of a flower

que significa produjo
Developed

que significa rafaga
What blast is incorrectly written, and should be written as "blast" being its meaning:<br>Applies to an action that occurs
in the form continues and lasts little moments, can speak for example a burst of bullets, wind, etc.

que significa redondel
Physical space in a circle in which there are different events such as the fights of roosters

que significa respeto
It is a value of ethics that deserves us all living being, it can manifest itself in many different ways: tolerance, courtesy,
affection, friendship, love, etc.

que significa sauz
that means sauz is incorrectly written and should be written as "Willow" being its meaning:<br>Tree or shrub that grows
in wetlands

que significa seguridad
Having the certainty of something, not having doubts about something

que significa soñar con chayotes
Rough or thorny issues in your way will be presented

que significa vasallo
Free person who was put at the service of other more powerful, King or Lord, who protected him in Exchange for
providing certain services. 2. Subject of a sovereign

que significa volátil
Material that can be easily exploited

que significa voraces
That not be satisfied easily either to eat or to do what is necessary to get any other satisfaction, for example eating
quickly is to act with voracity

que signiica roeh
that means roeh is incorrectly written and it should be written as "roe" being its meaning:<br>Roer, nibble

que son las competencias
They are the knowledge and experience that a person must have in order to cover a post or job, must show that it is
competent



que son los sinonimos
They're different words that mean the same thing.

quebrantarse
Lose strength or force

quedar por la pata de los caballos
It is to be involved in a trouble

quedarse jetón
Is stay is asleep

quelites
Edible plant that is freely given in the field, i.e. without having to be grown

quemazón
Certain intensity fire

quesillo
Derogatory cheese

qué es una amante?
She is the woman with which a man holds a relationship without being married to her, prostitute is not synonymous with
lover, as the prostitute with a casual sexual relationship in Exchange for money

qué significa antónimo
It is the opposite of something, for example: dirty is an antonym of clean

qué significa panchero
Panchero is a person who is dedicated to stealing on the public road using violence

qué significa regegrida
What means regegrida is incorrectly written and should be written as "renegrida" as meaning:<br>Expression pejorative
to refer or go to people very dark, comes from the word black

quiere el remedio y el trapito
Applies when a person asks for a favor that actually are two, both to fulfill a common goal

quizquilloso
It is said person difficult treatment, to whom it is not easy to please

rabasa



In Mexico Rabasa is a surname

rabona
Clothing that should be longer or should have more extension

rabón
That do not have the proper length, applies mainly to the clothes: dress, skirt, pants, etc., but also to other elements to
say that it isn't or was sufficient or quality appropriate, example, a rabona meal ( low )

raciclar
Use and eat the leftovers by adding other ingredients and/or giving another presentation

raicilla
Derogatory diminutive of root

rajaleña
rajalena is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Raja firewood" being its meaning:<br>Crack or crack, is said to
be raja firing the person who discloses or can't keep a secret

rajaleña
rajalena is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Raja firewood" being its meaning:<br>Crack or crack, is said to
be raja firing the person who discloses or can't keep a secret

rajarse
Stand back on a deal, not meet.

rajón
Rajón or Rajon, a person given to demonstrate the faults or mistakes of other

ralajo
It is one or more actions that are mainly performed by young people in order to have fun but that adults may be
disturbing

ramona
Feminine proper name

ramoneo
Action carried out some animals, consisting of feed on leaf and branches of trees and shrubs that are within your reach

ramos
Ramos is a surname



ramos
Plural of bouquet, set flowers and green foliage forming a floral arrangement

ramón
large tree branch

ramón
Male proper name

ranchería
Small group of inhabited houses, remote towns more important

rapasuelo
Young man, young dedicated to making mischief or evil of little importance

raptar
Steal a person

rarezas
Things or attitudes that are not common from a certain point of view

rasgados
Broken, having tear-out, it is also said have slanted eyes who have them small and elongated, generally said that the
Japanese have slanted eyes

rasputín
Rasputin is the name that is commonly called a character of Russian history, deemed him a madman and fanatic,
greatly influenced the life of the Czars, died killed by a member of the Russian nobility, before the assassination of the
Royal family of the Romanovs

rastrojo
Plant developed than maize after the harvest and put to dry, is given as food to livestock, in the absence of fresh
pastures

rata de dos patas
Person who is dedicated to steal

ratas
Is called rat who lives in alien, to accentuate or emphasize when used to insults is said to be a " 34 foul rat; two-legged

raterillo
Young man or boy who is dedicated to steal



rayar
Colloquial, collect or request the payment of wages

rayones
Is the name of a municipality in the Mexican State of Nuevo León

rebaño
Group or set of cattle, can be cattle, goats, etc.

rebocillo
Contemptuous of rebozo, blanket used by some women to cover the head, shoulders and sometimes the face

reborujado
Scrambled eggs, be somewhat in disarray

reborujar
Rebudujar is stirring or mixing objects creating clutter

recabado
Last verb collect, gather

recado
Short verbal or written communication between people

recalcular
Repeat the action to calculate, recalculate

recelosamente
The verb be suspicious, i.e. distrust

recesad
recesad is incorrectly written and it should be written as "resedad" being its meaning:<br>It is a plant of small flowers,
very nice smell that emanates from them during the first hours of the night


